Download A Flight Against All Odds
Whereas she has absolutely no regrets about her decision to join George on that 1968 flight from Scotland to
Australia, the very stressful nature of those four months took a profound emotional toll. So much so that Kate
was unable to revisit the diary she had written en route until much later in life. However, with the
encouragement of family and friends Kate has finally overcome those apprehensions and documented the epic
adventure in A Flight Against All Odds: Scotland to Australia in 1968.
Well written and scaringly eventful true life epic journey by this couple almost 50 years ago, Even knowing the
outcome, it was a difficult, tension mounting read, almost as difficult as living through their actual journey all
those years ago.
Click on the cover image above to read some pages of this book! It's not everyone's idea of a honeymoon - a
12000 mile flight from Scotland to Australia in a single engine, canvas covered plane.
It's not everyone's idea of a honeymoon—a 12000 mile flight from Scotland to Australia in a single engine,
canvas covered plane. Even less idyllic if the pilot has only 44 hours flying experience and the navigator learned
her job via a do-it-yourself course.
Main Photo: Kate Clements, 2014, A Flight Against All Odds, Sid Harta Publishers, Australia. Photo below:
Kathy and George Wright in their small plane ‘Charlie Golf’. Used with permission.
Flight Against All Odds Rick Gaetano. On Thursday, Feb. 11, 2016, three men boarded a routine United
Airlines flight from San Francisco to Raleigh, North Carolina. It is what they learned about each other over the
duration of the flight that made this trip anything but routine.
Against all the odds, however, most do not end up in the secret service, enjoying fast girls and cars and saving
the world, but they do at least have all the latest inventions from "Q" when they grow up: they buy stereos
whose glass doors slide open at the wave of a hand, for instance - not that that has any impact on the sound,
mind.
Against All Odds [Take A Look At Me Now] Writers Phil Collins; Licensed to YouTube by Laika Network (on
behalf of Warner Music International - Phil Collins); ASCAP, EMI Music Publishing, UMPI ...
A Flight Against All Odds by Kate Clements Summary It's not everyone's idea of a honeymoon - a 12000 mile
flight from Scotland to Australia in a single engine, canvas covered plane. Even less idyllic if the pilot has only
44 hours flying experience and the navigator learned her job via a do-it-yourself course.
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